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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:   BERNHARD LANGER 
Saturday, February 15, 2014  
 
DAVE SENKO:  Bernhard, 2-under 70 today and right now 10-under 134 tied with 

Kirk going into the tomorrow.  Maybe just kind of give us a rundown on your day and 
looks like you had three birdies and one bogey. 

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Yeah, it was a tough day, a lot of wind out there and some 
pretty good pin positions, tucked pretty tight in some small areas on a number of 

greens.  I started off well, made a nice putt on the 1st hole and then missed the 2nd 
green, had a horrible lie on a side hill, I had to be on my tiptoes at the edge of the 

bunker and grip the club way down.  I was like this close to the ball with my hands.  

Anyways, I double hit it.  It was a horrible lie sitting down so when I hit it, it didn't go 
far, so on my follow-through I hit it again so I got a penalty shot, then I made about a 

20-footer to save bogey. 
 

Then settled back with a nice birdie there.  Driver, 3-wood on the edge of the green, 
two putts.  Putted extremely well early on and then I hit a three-putt.  Well, it wasn't 

really three-putt.  I was six yards off the green on 6, just hit it a little too strong and 

missed the return putt.  Just played fairly decent golf.  I actually hit every fairway 
except the 18th and hit a lot of greens for the conditions.  I just had a lot of long putts 

really, didn't have a lot of 12-, 15-footers, there were a lot of 30-footers and it's hard to 
make 30-, 40-, 50-footers, especially when it was windy. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  How far was your second shot on 14?  
 

BERNHARD LANGER:  I hit a real good drive there and pitching wedge to about 
12 feet. 

 
DAVE SENKO:  And how far was your putt on No. 1?  

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  It was about a 26-footer, something like that. 
 

Q.  You bounced back from No. 2 as you mentioned and then on 17 you came 
back and made another one? 

 

BERNHARD LANGER:  That was a great up and down on 17 really because I had 
the water right behind the flag so it had to land very precisely.  And my lie wasn't that 

good actually, so I was very pleased to see that land in the proper spot and roll out 
next to the hole there pretty close. 

 
Q.  Is bouncing back even more important when there's not a lot of scoring 
going on out there because of the wind and you have a bad hole? 

 
BERNHARD LANGER:  Well, every shot counts at the end of the week, so when it's 
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windy like that you're bound to make a couple of bogeys.  Most people do, some of 

them make a lot.  If you don't, you've played a tremendous round of golf.  I was just 
slightly off.  The double hit was unfortunate and then the other bogey I was a little 

aggressive on 16 with my 8 iron, went straight at it and the wind got it, pushed it about 
four yards right and the pin was four yards from the edge, so it hit the edge and 

kicked off into the rough.  I actually hit a really good putt but it broke more than I 

thought, so bogeys can happen pretty quick.  I was pleased to finish birdie-par and 
still co-leader, so should be an exciting day tomorrow.  There's a lot of guys in the 

hunt. 
 

Q.  Have you played much with Kirk and he has not made a bogey here.  
 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Good for him.  Yeah, I've played with Kirk a number of 

times.  He's very good ball striker and great putter.  I was paired with him actually at 
Pebble Beach when he won I think last year, so he's certainly a very good player and 

seasoned competitor.  
 

Q.  Last year you built up a pretty good sizeable lead and then held off some 
charges on Sunday.  Today, like you said, it looks like it could be a real 
dogfight tomorrow because there's like six guys I think within a couple shots of 
the lead. 
 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Well, a lot of times on the Champions Tour it's like this, the 
scores can be bunched up.  It's difficult to separate yourself in two rounds or three 

rounds and most tournaments are won by one shot or maybe two.  It's very seldom 

that somebody wins by five, so this is a common thing out here, especially in 
three-round tournaments.  And there's a lot of great players.  I played with Olin 

Browne, who played really well, and Bob Tway played very well except the last hole, 
a bit unfortunate there.  There's another 30 or 40 other guys out there that can do the 

same thing. 

 
Q.  On No. 2 did you have any physical effects from that because it looked like 
you had stumbled after the shot and I know your back has always been a 
challenge.  
 
BERNHARD LANGER:  No, no, I was trying not to fall into the bunker.  I was losing 

my balance and was waving in the wind and it looked like I was going to fall 

backwards in the bunker and I was trying to lean forward.  No, no hurt whatsoever. 
 

Q.  Your second shot on 18, your drive was in the rough.  Did you instantly 
decide to go for the green for that angle all across the water?  What was the 
distance and what did you do there? 

 
BERNHARD LANGER:  My goal was to pretty much go about five yards left of the 

flag because the wind was left to right.  I said if anything, I want to go long, so I took a 
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club that I felt was going to clear the water.  If it jumps out of the rough, if you catch a 

flyer, which you sometimes do, it might go over the green against the grandstands 
and I was hoping if that happens I would get up and down.  I was pretty much aiming 

at the flag or for that portion of the green. 
 

Q.  What was the distance there? 

 
BERNHARD LANGER:  I hit a 4 iron.  I hit my 4 iron 200 yards usually, so 

somewhere in that neighborhood, maybe a little bit less.  The wind was hurting. 
 

DAVE SENKO:  Thanks, Bernhard. 
 

BERNHARD LANGER:  Thank you.   
 


